Who we are
Topcoat d’Azur SARL is an
established yacht finishing
services
company
on
the Cote d’Azur in the
French Mediterranean.
British owned, with its
directors having over 35
years combined worldwide
experience in the marine
industry, our knowledge,
experience and skill ensures
that we are always able
to meet the high standards
required
by
today’s
yachting industry.

Divisions

The company is divided into 3
divisions, each specialising in
different areas of expertise.
Our Yacht Painting Division includes a
mobile team, who have carried out
major refinishing projects around the
world. The division is skilled in
modern application techniques for the
range
of
today’s
top
yacht
finishing products and enjoys
a growing list of satisfied clients
and repeat contracts.
The Yacht Painting Division also
specialises
in
Engine
Room
refinishing, where liaison with our
engineering
division
ensures
optimum results in the active engine
environment

Our Marine Engineering Division
offers
highly
trained
expert
engineering services as a solution for
vessels requiring anything from
minor repairs and maintenance to
major overhaul.
We offer rapid response emergency
engineering support and temporary
engineering cover.
Our Direct Owner Services Division
assists owners to get the most out of
their time on board without having the
expense of full time crew. We offer a
range of guardiennage services from
basic exterior cleaning to a full
provisioning service so that you arrive
to a fully prepared yacht.
We are able to offer storage and
winterisation services from our
warehouse facility in Mouans Sartoux,
3 minutes from the A8 Autoroute exit at
Cannes.

Past projects
AZZURA

BACINO

BOSONOVA

MISS MONEYPENNY

TIARA

HAIDA G

Clients include:

MOONPEACE

PANTHERE

KALAHANI

KAVENGA

KISS THE SKY

TAEOO

MASCARADE

MANA

SIRRIUS

BUZZY B

QUEEN M

SAND DANCER

Facilities
We offer a pressurised spray booth
and workshop for items removed
from the yacht for optimum finishing
or repair in a controlled environment.
Situated 3 minutes from the A8
Autoroute exit at Cannes, we are
ideally placed for easy access to all
major ports and marinas across
the Riviera.
Our warehouse offers a facility for
storage
and
winterisation
of
equipment, with a further area of
exterior hardstanding for drydocking
of small vessels and tenders.

Contact Us
Nik Cuttelle
Director - Painting
0616 97 78 64

Mark Hadley
Director - Engineering
0683 71 61 16

Topcoat d’Azur SARL
87 Chemin des Plaines
Mouans Sartoux
06370 France
Telephone: 0492 92 18 51
e-mail: topcoatazur@wanadoo.fr

